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a b s t r a c t

Cooperative relay is a promising technique that can improve network capacity in multi-hop wireless net-

works. However, conventional video streaming schemes on cooperative relay networks do not consider the

video complexity of each video sequence. In this paper, we develop and experimentally evaluate a video

streaming scheme that considers video complexity over a cooperative multi-hop relay network. We first de-

velop a video distortion model taking into account the video complexity of the video sequences. Then, we

propose a flow-routing algorithm for heterogeneous motion-level video streams in multi-hop cooperative

networks. To evaluate the video routing performance for heterogeneous motion-level video sequences, we

conduct experimental simulations with the proposed routing algorithm and a video distortion model. Nu-

merical results show that network performance improves when video sequences are routed while consid-

ering heterogeneous motion levels to maximize the minimum peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value for

the video sessions. The simulation results also show that the adoption of cooperative relays and a hop-count

limitation can also improve the routing performance of video streams.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The amount of video traffic over wireless channels has remarkably

ncreased over the past decade as increasingly more applications

ushing media traffic traverse wireless networks. However, reliable

ideo streaming on wireless networks is very challenging because

ireless channel conditions and mobile rate demands have sig-

ificant time-varying characteristics. Substantial effort has been

edicated to developing wireless video streaming schemes for

he improvement of video streaming performance over wireless

etworks. In particular, cooperative relay communication is being

ocused on as a promising technique to improve network capacity in

ulti-hop wireless networks. Cooperative relay communications has

dvantages in that it is possible to acquire spatial diversity without

equiring multiple antennas equipped within a node.

Many researchers have proposed resource allocation strategies

r routing frameworks to obtain increment or optimality in data

ransmission performance over cooperative wireless networks [1–6].

g and Yu [1] proposed a utility maximization framework for relay

trategy and resource allocation taking user traffic demand into con-

ideration in wireless cooperative cellular data networks. Liu et al.

2] dealt with cooperative communication techniques assuming that

elaying nodes can forward information fully or in part. Awad and
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hen [3] studied resource allocation for OFDMA-based two-hop relay

etworks and proposed a sub-optimal algorithm for an NP-complete

roblem. Other researchers [4–6] have also investigated relay and

esource allocation strategies to improve network performance.

owever, recent studies have devoted more attention to video

treaming and multi-hop relays in cooperative wireless networks

7–10]. Guan et al. [7] proposed a global optimization algorithm

ased on a branch and bound framework, and on convex relaxation

f non-convex constraints to solve the cross-layer design problem

or video streaming over cooperative networks. Sharma et al. [8]

eveloped a mathematical model and proposed a solution procedure

ased on the branch and bound with cutting planes (BB-CP) to

xplore the behavior of cooperative communication in multi-hop

ireless networks. Mastronarde et al. [9] proposed a solution based

n cooperative coding that warrants a uniformly better experience

o video users, and requires relatively modest changes to the mul-

iple access cross-layer optimization framework. In other studies,

astronarde et al. [10] investigated the impact of cooperative re-

aying on uplink multi-user wireless video transmissions. Although

hese studies show outstanding achievement in video streaming

chemes over wireless relay networks, a significant portion of the

ttention is paid to resource allocation strategies and data trans-

ission schemes, and the characteristics of video sequences are not

onsidered.

In this paper, we develop a video distortion model that takes into

ccount the temporal complexity of video sequences. The model

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.07.021
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focuses on the relationship between distortion and video complexity,

which is an important factor constituting the distortion function.

Temporal video complexity can be defined as the average difference

between a frame and the successive frames for a video sequence;

thus, highly complex video sequences require higher data rates than

those with low complexity. The complexity of each video sequence

is assumed to be already calculated at the source node or another

place. Video distortion is typically a representative factor that has

a significant effect on the quality of video streaming services over

wireless networks. There are two different types of distortion: loss

distortion and source distortion. Loss distortion can be introduced by

packet or frame losses caused by transmission packet errors. Source

distortion arises from lossy video encoding at the transmission

source node. Video sequences are typically highly compressed for

volume reduction at the source node using lossy encoding methods,

which necessarily causes video distortion. Those relations can be

summarized as video complexity may have an effect on video dis-

tortion, and finally on the video streaming experience of the user.

A number of researchers have investigated video complexity and

distortion during video coding and transmission. Feng et al. [11]

showed that the trade-off between distortion and delay can be de-

pendent on the complexity of the video. Video distortion and motion

complexity have also received attention in various other studies

[12–14]. Although video complexity is a noticeable characteristic of

video sequences and is highly relevant to video distortion, to the

best of our knowledge, there is no study on video streaming schemes

over wireless networks for heterogeneous motion-level video

streams.

We also provide a flow-routing algorithm for heterogeneous

motion-level video streams in multi-hop cooperative networks. The

algorithm, which aims to maximize the minimum peak signal-to-

noise ratio (PSNR) among multiple concurrent video sessions, con-

sists of three phases: path determination between the source and

destination nodes, relay selection, and rate assignment. The pro-

posed algorithm is more appropriate for application to video on

demand (VoD) than real-time video streams because the video

complexity of video sequences needs to be calculated prior to

transmission.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. We develop a

video distortion model that takes into account temporal video com-

plexity, one of the main characteristics of video sequences. We also

propose a flow-routing algorithm for heterogeneous motion-level

video sequences over multi-hop cooperative networks applying the

proposed video distortion model, which considers video complexity.

In the proposed algorithm, each video sequence has a different

priority in determining the routing path according to the video

complexity, pursuing higher user fairness. Finally, we provide ex-

perimental results indicating that the video streaming quality, in

terms of the minimum PSNR, can be improved by taking into account

video complexity. Additional analysis demonstrates the effect of

cooperative relay and hop-count limitation.

2. Video distortion model

PSNR is commonly used to measure the video reconstruction per-

formance of lossy compression codecs, and is computed using the ra-

tio between the maximum possible video distortion and the current

distortion, as described in (1) [15]:

PSNR = 10 · log

(
Dmax

D

)
(1)

where Dmax is the maximum distortion possible.

In the following subsections, equations for loss distortion and

source distortion are introduced to compute the PSNR value for each

video session.
.1. Loss distortion

Video frames are decodable at the destination node when more

han a minimum number of required packets arrive successfully.

hen a frame is not decodable owing to a high rate of packet er-

ors during transmission, a frame recovery method can be applied to

ecover the information contained in the non-decodable frame. An

rror concealment method is used in this paper for frame recovery,

n which the recent correctly decoded frame is copied and duplicated

nto the first lost frame and all its successors in a group of pictures

GOP). Because the recently decoded frames are copied to the sub-

equent frames, the expected distortion of a GOP depends on the lo-

ation of the first frame loss. The expected loss distortion of video

tream s when the ith frame is the first lost frame in a GOP is com-

uted using (2) [14].

i,S = (G − i)
G · i · Dmin,s + (G − i − 1) · Dmax,s

(G − 1) · G
(2)

The values of Dmin and Dmax depend on each video sequence and

an be obtained through experimental measurements. A GOP is as-

umed to be composed of a total of G frames, i.e., one I-frame and

G − 1) P-frames. As described above, some of the packets compos-

ng a frame can be lost during a video transmission from one node to

he next. The transmission success rate of a packet for session s, de-

oted as rpt,s, which indicates the probability that a packet of video

equence s is delivered from the source to destination successfully,

an be calculated as

pt,s = (1 − PEP)
hs (3)

here variable hs is the number of hops on the streaming path of

orresponding session s, and the packet error probability (PEP) is the

robability that a packet error occurs during a one-hop transmission.

n this paper, for performance calculation simplicity, the PEP is as-

umed to be constant for all links.

A frame can be decoded successfully at the destination node when

ore than a minimum number of required packets, including the

rst packet, successfully arrive at the destination without error. The

rst packet is necessarily required for decoding because it has the re-

uired information to decode the video stream and also information

n its successors. The minimum number of packets, ss, required to

ecode a frame shows how sensitive the decoder is to packet errors.

hen the error sensitivity values of the I-frame and P-frame of ses-

ion s are sI,s and sP,s, the probability that an I-frame or a P-frame of a

OP is successfully decoded at the destination can be computed as

pI,s = rpt,s ·
nI,s−1∑
i=sI,s

(
nI,s − 1

i

)
ri

pt,s (1 − rpt,s)
nI,s−1−i

(4)

pP,s = rpt,s ·
nP,s−1∑
i=sP,s

(
nP,s − 1

i

)
ri

pt,s (1 − rpt,s)
nP,s−1−i

(5)

here variables nI,s and nP,s are the number of packets composing an

-frame and a P-frame for session s, respectively. The size of an I-frame

s typically much larger than that of a P-frame because an I-frame

ontains all the information required to describe a frame, whereas

P-frame contains only information on the difference between the

orresponding and previous frames. The ratio of the number of pack-

ts of the I- and P-frames in a GOP in session s, i.e., nI,s divided by

P,s, is set as 10. The fraction of P-frames for various video sequences

an be found in [16]. The values of sI,s and sP,s vary according to the

ideo complexity [12]. More specifically, the values need to be high

ith a fast-motion video sequence because the loss of one frame of a

ast-motion video causes high distortion compared to a slow-motion

ideo sequence. The sI,s and sP,s are set proportional to the number of

ackets of each frame with a constant β and variable α, which reflects
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he video complexity.

I,s = αs × β × nI,s (6)

P,s = αs × β × nP,s (7)

Using (3) through (7), Pi,s, the probability that the first lost frame

n a GOP is the i-th frame can be calculated. Because the loss prob-

bility of an I-frame differs from that of a P-frame, Pi,s is calculated

ccording to variable i as in (8):

i,s =
{

1 − pI,s, i = 1

pI,s · pi−2
P,s (1 − pP,s), i ≥ 2, 3, . . . , G

(8)

here pI,s and pP,s are the transmission success probability of the I-

nd P-frames calculated in (4) and (5). The expected loss distortion of

ession s is calculated using (2) and (8).

LO,s =
G∑

i=1

Di,s · Pi,s (9)

.2. Source distortion

The relationship between encoding rate and video distortion in

ireless networks has been modeled in many studies [16–19]. A rate-

istortion function (10) is adopted for the source distortion assuming

hat the PSNR value is greater than zero without loss of generality

14].

SNRSO,s(Rs) = a + b

√
Rs

c

(
1 − c

Rs

)
(10)

The expected source distortion of session s, DSO,s, can be back-

alculated from the PSNRSO,s in (10) using (1), where the coefficients

, b, and c can be calculated from three sets of Rs and the corre-

ponding PSNR values that can be obtained through experimental

easurement.

.3. PSNR

The total distortion of session s, Ds, can be calculated as the sum

f the source distortion and loss distortion, assuming that source dis-

ortion and loss distortion are uncorrelated [20].

s = DSO,s + DLO,s (11)

From the total distortion for session s in (11), PSNR values can be

alculated using (1), where Dmax is set to 65025 considering that the

ideo sequences are 8-bit quantized.

. Mathematical modeling

.1. Network setting

Several concurrent video sessions are considered to be in a multi-

op relay network, which have two kinds of relay nodes: multi-hop

elay (MR) and cooperative relay (CR). MR nodes compose a unique

ath from the source node to the destination node. A CR node is as-

igned to a link of two MRs to increase the link capacity. The orthog-

nal channels are employed in a network; therefore, different nodes

an transmit simultaneously without interference. Each video session

s transmitted from a source node to a destination node directly or

hrough one or more MR(s), while a CR may be assigned to a link on

he path. Note that CRs are operated at the physical layer, whereas

Rs are operated at the network layer. The physical limitations of a

ireless node may prohibit it from transmitting (or receiving) differ-

nt data on multiple channels at the same time. As a result, it is as-

umed that a relay node may serve either as a CR or as an MR, but not

oth at the same time. This also limits an MR to receiving data from
nly one node and to transmitting data only to one other node at any

iven time. Similarly, a CR node can support at most one link, and a

ource node (or a destination node) cannot serve as a CR. In addition,

he assignment of a link is limited to at most one CR node.

.2. Problem formulation

In this subsection, a mathematical model is presented that max-

mizes the minimum PSNR of concurrent video sessions by jointly

ontrolling the flow routing, relay selection, and rate allocation. De-

ote S as the set of concurrent video sessions and N as the set of nodes

n a wireless network. There are three kinds of node subsets in N: the

et of source nodes, Ns = {sn1, sn2, . . . , snn }; the set of destination

odes, Nd = {dn1, dn2, . . . , dnn}; and the set of the remaining nodes

hat are available to serve as relay nodes, Nr = {rn1, rn2, . . . , rnm}.

he number of source nodes and the number of destination nodes

re the same since one source and one destination are paired. Three

inary variables, CRk
i j

, MRi j , and MRs
i j

, are defined to indicate whether

n available relay node is used as a CR, an MR, or neither.

Rk
i j

=
{

1, if node k is used as a CR for link (i, j)

0, otherwise

Ri j =
{

1, if link (i, j) is used as part of a path

0, otherwise

Rs
i j

=
{

1, if link (i, j) is used as part of paths

0, otherwise

The routing path of session s is denoted as paths. The binary

ariable MRs
i j

indicates whether link (i, j) is used as part of paths.

q. (12) indicates that relay node k can be used as a CR for link (i, j)
hen only link (i, j) is part of a routing path for a video session.

Ri j −
k �=i, k �= j∑

k∈N

CRk
i j ≥ 0 (12)

Eq. (13) shows the flow conservation of each node. A source node

as only an out-flow, whereas a destination node has an in-flow. The

ow sum of other nodes apart from the source and destination nodes

hould be zero. Variable Rs indicates the allocated transmission rate

or video session s.

i �= j

j∈N

Rs · MRs
i j −

i �= j∑
i j

Rs · MRs
ji =

⎧⎨
⎩

Rs, i ∈ Ns

0, i ∈ Nr

−Rs, i ∈ Nd

(13)

Constraint (14) states that a certain video session s can use at most

ne link at a certain node among several links starting from the node.

n other words, video session s cannot pass through several paths.

i �= j

j∈N

MRs
i j ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ N (14)

Constraint (15) states that a link is allocated to at most one video

ession; that is, a link is not shared by several sessions.

i �= j

s

MRs
i j ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ N (15)

When transmitting a video session over a cooperative wireless

etwork, the allocated transmission rate Rs for video session s should

ot be smaller than the minimum encoding rate Rmin. When the al-

ocated transmission rate is Rs, all links composing the routing path,

paths, are allocated rate Rs. The value of Rs cannot exceed the link ca-

acity for all links composing paths. These constraints are expressed

n (16).

min ≤ Rs ≤ Ci j ∀s ∈ S, ∀ link (i, j) ∈ paths (16)
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The available capacity of link (i, j) can be calculated as in (17):

(i, j) = W · log2

(
1 + SNRi j

)
(17)

where W is the available bandwidth for each channel, and the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) between nodes i and j, SNRi j , can be computed

as SNRi j = Pi

σ 2
j

|hi j|2. The variable σ 2
j

is Additive White Gaussian Noise

(AWGN) power variance. The transmission power is assumed to be

the same for all nodes. The path-loss coefficient between nodes i and

j is |hi j|2 = i − j−4 where i − j is the distance between the two nodes

in meters.

Considering that the transmission delay and PEP are positively de-

pendent on the number of hops composing the corresponding path in

multi-hop networks, it is assumed that the number of hops of paths

cannot exceed limit α.∑
link (i, j)∈Paths

MRs
i j ≤ α ∀s ∈ S (18)

From the equations described above, the following problem for-

mulation is provided:

Max min
s∈S

PSNRs

s.t. (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (18)

CRk
i j
, MRi j, MRs

i j
∈ {0, 1} ({i, j, k} ∈ N, i �= j �= k)

Rs ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ Ns

4. Flow routing algorithm

The problem formulation defined in the previous section is a

nonlinear, non-convex problem. In general, mixed-integer nonlinear

problems (MINLP) are NP-hard [8,21], meaning that the MINLP can-

not be solved in polynomial time with any existing algorithms. There-

fore, a heuristic algorithm to maximize the minimum PSNRs of all

video sessions is proposed jointly considering video flow routing, re-

lay node selection, and video rate allocation. Our proposed algorithm

consists of three phases: path determination, CR assignment, and rate

assignment.

4.1. Phase 1: path determination

In the first phase, a routing path is determined for each session,

and an available rate is initially assigned when the path satisfies the

minimum required rate. The following subsections summarize the

path determination procedure.

4.1.1. Step 1: ordering video sessions

In step 1, all video sessions to be streamed are sorted in order of

decreasing or increasing value of video complexity to obtain different

levels of priority in selection of an available routing path. The pro-

posed algorithm, comprising phases 1 through 3, is called a CRVC,

meaning a cooperative routing algorithm that considers video com-

plexity. The CRVC algorithm is subdivided into two similar algorithms

according to the video ordering strategies, CRVC-D and CRVC-I, in

which video sessions are sorted in order of decreasing and increas-

ing value of video complexity, respectively. When there are ties while

ordering video sessions, the corresponding videos can be ordered

randomly.

The proposed two algorithms are applicable to different trans-

mission conditions: good and bad video transmission environments.

CRVC-D is appropriate for application to transmission conditions that

are good enough to provide available transmission routes to all video

sequences. Allocating the bandwidth to fast-motion video sequences

with higher priority appears to be efficient for increasing the min-

imum PSNR because the frame loss caused by lack of bandwidth is

more influential than slow-motion video sequences. Therefore, as-

signing high priority to the fast-motion video sequence, potentially
ith low PSNR, helps to increase the min PSNR while all video ses-

ions find available paths to be routed. In contrast, it is proper to use

RVC-I when part of the video sessions may not find any available

outes to be transmitted because of bad transmission conditions, be-

ause finding as many available transmission paths as possible to im-

rove the minimum PSNR is important.

The video transmission condition is characterized by the following

hree factors in the simulation: PEP of a one-hop transmission, num-

er of relay nodes in a fixed area, and the hop-count limit of a stream-

ng path. The transmission environment improves with low PEP, suffi-

ient number of relay nodes, and appropriate hop-count limit. It has

een confirmed in experimental simulations that ordering of video

essions according to the video complexity in CRVC-D and CRVC-I

s effective. We also define another similar routing algorithm, non-

RVC, which does not take into account video complexity, for com-

arison with CRVC-D and CRVC-I. The video sessions are ordered ran-

omly in phase 1, step 1 in the non-CRVC.

.1.2. Step 2: path selection

In step 2, the initial transmission path and rate assignment are

etermined for the ordered videos in step 1. Initial routing paths are

etermined by iteratively applying the Floyd algorithm to all video

essions. The Floyd algorithm is typically used to find the shortest

ath, similar to the Dijkstra algorithm. The computation complex-

ty of the Floyd algorithm and the Dijkstra algorithm are O(n3) and

(n2), respectively. Although the Floyd algorithm is generally more

ime-complex than the Dijkstra algorithm, it may obtain the compu-

ation result faster under certain conditions because its computation

rocess in a calculation loop is much simpler than the Dijkstra al-

orithm. Therefore, the Floyd algorithm is used for routing path de-

ermination in this paper. When an initial path is determined for a

ideo session, the capacity of the path is set as the minimum capac-

ty among the links composing the path, where each link capacity is

alculated using (17).

After an initial path is selected, it is modified to comply with the

op-count limit to reduce excessive delay and packet error rate. The

roposed flow routing algorithm seeks to find a path with higher ca-

acity; thus, the path may have unnecessarily many links, eventually

ausing high delay and PEP. Therefore, an appropriate hop-count limit

an overcome the weakness of the proposed path selection algorithm

y limiting the number of links to a suitable level.

A hop reduction procedure is applied to the initial paths of which

he number of transmission hops is higher than the hop-count limit

L. When an initial path has n hops, the link capacities are calcu-

ated for all virtual links (i, i + 2) where i is a node number that is

reater than zero but less than (n − 1). Then, the virtual link of the

argest capacity, link (i, i + 2), is exchanged with the two existing

inks, link (i, i + 1) and link (i + 1, i + 2), resulting in the number of

ops of the path decreasing to (n − 1). Exchanging the virtual link of

he largest capacity with two existing links is carried out with the in-

ention of retaining the capacity of the bottleneck link. The procedure

s repeated until the routing path satisfies the hop-count limit.

.1.3. Step 3: initial rate assignment

The capacity of the selected path in step 2 is determined as the

apacity of the bottleneck link(s) composing the path. We set a mini-

um rate Rmin, the minimally required data rate for video streaming,

ince a video may get significantly high distortion and delay when

nly low transmission rate is utilized. If the calculated path capacity

s greater than Rmin, the initial rate of the path is set as the calculated

apacity. When the capacity is lower than Rmin, Phase 2 is applied to

he path to improve the available transmission rate above Rmin us-

ng cooperative relays. Steps 1 through 3 are iterated for all video

essions.
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Table 1

Simulation parameter set.

Parameter Value

MAC protocol IEEE 802.11

Physical layer PHY 802.11b

Path loss model Two-ray ground

Fading model Rayleigh

Antenna model Omnidirectional

Space dimension 800 m × 400 m

Number of nodes 30, 40, 50, 60
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Table 2

Maximum and minimum distortion for video

sessions.

FO MO MD TA

Dmax 1175 1822 123 631

Dmin 15 11 0.87 13
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.2. Phase 2: cooperative relay assignment

In Phase 2, CRs are assigned to the links that compose the path

elected in Phase 1, step 3 and do not satisfy Rmin. After those links

ith capacity below Rmin are selected, from the nearest link to the

arthest link from the source node, the CR that improves the link ca-

acity most is selected. The link capacity after a CR assignment is re-

alculated using (19), where i and j are MR nodes and r is a relay node.

(i, r, j) = W · log2

(
1 + SNRi j + SNRir · SNRr j

SNRir + SNRr j + 1

)
(19)

If the updated link capacity is still lower than Rmin, the corre-

ponding video session is regarded as unable to find any feasible path

nd is abandoned. In such cases, the source and destination nodes of

he path can operate as MRs or CRs for other video sessions. If the up-

ated link capacity is equal to or greater than Rmin, this procedure is

epeated for all links whose capacity is below Rmin. If all correspond-

ng links are assigned CRs to be over Rmin, the path capacity is also

pdated into the capacity of the bottleneck link. Subsequently, the

ottleneck link of the path is checked to determine whether a CR is

ssigned to the link. If the bottleneck link has already been assigned

CR, the current routing path and assigned data rate are fixed and

he video session is no longer considered for additional relay and

ate assignment. Otherwise, the path takes an additional procedure

n Phase 3.

.3. Phase 3: rate assignment

In Phase 3, an additional rate is allocated to the video sessions by

ssigning CRs. First, the PSNR is calculated for the video sessions us-

ng (1), (9), and (10), where Dmax is the maximum possible distortion

nd Ds is the distortion of the session. Next, the video session of the

owest PSNR is selected, and then the bottleneck link of the session

s determined. Among CR candidates within the given area, the CR

hat improves the link capacity most is selected and assigned to the

ottleneck link. The capacity of the link and the path are then recal-

ulated and the new bottleneck link determined. If a CR is assigned to

he new bottleneck link, the current rate of the path is fixed as is and

he video session is no longer considered for CR assignment. Other-

ise, the best CR is also assigned to the new bottleneck link and this

rocedure is repeated until the rate of the path is finally determined.

hase 3 is repeated until data rates and CR allocations of all video ses-

ions are determined.

. Evaluation

In this section, the simulation results for the proposed flow rout-

ng algorithm are presented. We simulated the proposed algorithm in

ualNet 5.01 [22]. The key parameters for the network configuration

re summarized in Table 1.

We assumed an 800 m × 400 m rectangular area in which many

odes are randomly distributed. The simulation condition is similar

o a real-world communication environment in which many mobile

evices including laptops, tablets, and smartphones are in an open
pace such as a university campus or a large hall. Some devices tend

o transmit video sequences of various video complexities simulta-

eously to designated targets in the same area utilizing the other de-

ices as potential relay nodes.

We considered two different types of transmission environments,

onditions 1 and 2, where the transmission environment of Condi-

ion 1 was relatively better than that of Condition 2. Several factors,

uch as the number of nodes, the hop-count limit, and the PEP in this

aper, can affect the network performance for video communications

ver wireless relay networks. The high numbers of nodes and the low

EP have a positive effect on the communication environment. How-

ver, the value of the hop-count limit that maximizes the communi-

ation performance is dependent on the case.

The simulation was repeated for various network settings to quan-

ify the effect of considering video complexity on the video stream-

ng quality. The number of nodes, N, was set to 40, 50, and 60 for

ondition 1, and 30 and 40 for Condition 2. The nodes in the area

ould be source node, destination node, relay node, or idle node.

here were eight sessions whose source and destination were ran-

omly fixed among the given nodes. The link capacity was calculated

n Mbps, where W was 0.2 MHz, and the AWGN power variance, σ 2
j
,

as 10−10 W. The transmission power, W , was set as 1 W. The hop-

ount limit, HL, was set as two through nine, which was determined

o as to obtain a high network performance based on iterative simu-

ations. The minimum rate Rmin was set as 0.2 Mbps. A potential solu-

ion is presented in Fig. 1 with an 800 m × 400 m area, 20 nodes, and

ix video sessions. The relay nodes connected solely via dotted lines

ct as cooperative relays, whereas the other relays act as multi-hop

elays.

Four kinds of well-known video sequences were used in the simu-

ation, namely, Mother and Daughter (MD), Foreman (FO), Table (TA),

nd Mobile (MO), and each sequence was mapped to two sessions

23]. These sequences were in the 4:2:0 YUV format and were en-

oded/decoded using the H.264/AVC (advanced video coding) codec.

he number of frames in a GOP, G, was set to 15. The number of pack-

ts for the I- and P-frames was 100 and 10, respectively, when Rs was

.2 Mbps. The value of PEP was set to 0.0001 and 0.0005 in Conditions

and 2, respectively. The values of Dmax and Dmin of the four video

equences are given in Table 2 [8]. Decoder sensitivities sI,s and sP,s

ere set as one-tenth the number of packets of the I- and P-frames,

espectively.

For a comparative experiment conducted to evaluate the effect of

ideo complexity in the flow routing, another set of variable settings

as used. Regarding this, all variables that were dependent on the

ideo complexity had the values of the FO sequence. Each experiment

as repeated 200 times, and the average values were used for perfor-

ance evaluation.

.1. Effect of video complexity

The flow routing simulation results for eight sessions in Condition

using CRVC-D are shown in Fig. 2. In this simulation, N was 40, 50,

nd 60, and HL and PEP were set to five and 0.0001, respectively. The

lgorithms CRVC-D w/o relay and non-CRVC were slightly modified

rom CRVC-D, and are different from CRVC-D in that CRs are not

sed in CRVC-D w/o relay and video complexity is not considered

n non-CRVC. The simulation result indicates that the streaming
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Fig. 1. A potential solution for relay assignment with 40 nodes and six source-destination pairs.

Fig. 2. Flow routing results in terms of (a) average min PSNR, (b) average PSNR variance, and (c) average sum PSNR, with CRVC-D. (N = 40, 50, and 60, HL = 5, and PEP = 0.0001).
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performance using CRVC-D is better than it is with non-CRVC for

all cases in terms of the min PSNR and PSNR variance. Min PSNR,

the objective value to be maximized in the problem formulation,

is improved by up to 14.6% using CRVC-D compared to non-CRVC.

The average PSNR variance also decreases by approximately 30–40%

when taking into account video complexity by using CRVC-D. We
urmise that there are two main reasons for the result. First, in

ireless communication environments that are good enough not to

ealize any failure in video connection for streaming, it is appropriate

o focus on improving the tentative video session of the minimum

SNR. Assigning high priority to fast-motion videos during path

etermination helps them to reserve sufficient resources prior to the
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Fig. 3. Flow routing results in terms of (a) average min PSNR, (b) average PSNR variance, and (c) average sum PSNR, with CRVC-I. (N = 30 and 40, HL = 6, and PEP = 0.0005).
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low-motion videos; therefore, distortion of fast-motion videos tends

o decrease. This finally improves the minimum PSNR because the

istortion of a fast-motion video is greater than that of a slow-motion

ideo. Second, in non-CRVC simulations, the path of the actual lowest

SNR may not be assigned CRs during Phase 3, because the video

omplexities of all videos are assumed to be the same. Therefore,

hase 3 has no positive effect to increase the minimum PSNR in

on-CRVC. The result also shows that there is no noticeable sacrifice

f average sum PSNR from the payment of user fairness improvement

s shown in Fig. 2(c). The values of average sum PSNR using CRVC-D

nd non-CRVD have only very slight differences when N is 40 and 60,

nd the difference when N is 50, about 1.1%, seems to be ignorable.

The same simulation was repeated for Condition 2 using CRVC-I

nd non-CRVC, where N, HL, and PEP were set to 30 and 40, 6,

nd 0.0005. Each experiment was also repeated 200 times, and the

verage was used as the evaluation value. The simulation result has

few differences from the case of Condition 1: a little improvement

n min PSNR and sum PSNR, and slight damage in PSNR variance,

o give a brief explanation. The average min PSNR and average sum

SNR improved by up to 10 and 3%, respectively when N was 30

nd 40 when using CRVC-I as compared to non-CRVC, as shown in

ig. 3(a). However, average PSNR variance increased up to 3% in

RVC-I, meaning that user fairness declined rather slightly, as shown

n Fig. 3(b), contrary to the improvement in average min PSNR.
aking all the results together, we conclude that there are slight

mprovements in both user fairness and sum PSNR. When wireless

ommunication environments are not good enough, it is suitable to

aximize the number of successful video streams because failure in

ideo streaming has a negative effect on user fairness and min PSNR.

n CRVC-I, slow-motion videos get higher priority in selecting an

vailable routing path. Typically, the number of successful commu-

ication paths tends to increase when providing higher priority for

electing available paths to the data streams requiring less data rate.

e surmise that the improvement in min PSNR and sum PSRN in the

imulation proceeded from the growth in the number of successful

ideo streams using CRVC-I. However, providing higher priority

o slow-motion videos may increase the PSNR variance because

low-motion videos originally gain higher PSNR than fast-motion

ideos and obtain higher PSNR from the priority of path selection.

.2. Effect of cooperative relay

The modified algorithm CRVC-D w/o relay was used to evaluate

he effect of CRs in Condition 1. The improvements in min PSNR and

SNR variance were as high as 30 and 55%, respectively. The result

onfirms that CRs can have significant positive effects on network

erformance, as is well known (see Fig. 2). The sum PSNR increased

y approximately 4–5%. CRVC-I w/o relay was also simulated to
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Fig. 4. Effect of hop-count limit in terms of (a) average min PSNR, (b) average PSNR variance, with CRVC-D (N = 50, PEP = 0.0001).
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quantify the effect of CRs in Condition 2. The result also shows

significant improvement in min PSNR, incremented by 30 and 42%.

PSNR variance and sum PSNR also improved by as much as 20 and

8%, respectively.

5.3. Effect of hop count limit

It can be seen that the hop-count limit can significantly improve

the performance under certain conditions (see Fig. 4). When the limit

is three, the min PSNR improved by 47% compared to when the limit

is six. The PSNR variance decreased but improved by 89% when hop

count was limited from six to four. We surmise that two main rea-

sons account for the result. The proposed algorithm seeks to find the

path with the highest capacity during the path determination phase.

However, an unnecessarily high number of links causes increased

delay and packet errors, and finally reduces the PSNR of the video

stream. In that respect, an appropriate hop-count limit can improve

min PSNR. This result also comes from fair utilization of transmission

resource—relay nodes in this paper. By limiting hop count, the num-

ber of relays a path utilizes is also limited. Therefore, after a path is

determined, the next path has more available relays to utilize, and

may finally improve the PSNR of the video sequence on the path. We

conclude that fair utilization of relay nodes increases user fairness

in terms of both min PSNR and PSNR variance. Although hop-count

limitation may significantly improve the performance, an excessively

tight hop-count limit will instead impair the result by preventing the

use of relay nodes, which are necessary to improve the performance.

When hop-count limit is tightened from four to three, PSNR variance

increases from 7.7 to 11.8 although min PSNR improved slightly. This

denotes that the quality of one or more sessions among the eight ses-

sions degrades as a result of the tightening of hop-count limit from

four to three.

6. Conclusion

As more multimedia contents are consumed on mobile devices,

streaming traffic over wireless networks have been growing expo-

nentially. However, wireless networks often suffer unpredictable fail-

ures such as high packet-loss ratio and transmission path discon-

nection. Multi-hop cooperative relay networking is a promising so-

lution proposed to transmit video streams more stably over wireless

networks.

Although many studies have been conducted on how to improve

the performance of video streaming over multi-hop cooperative re-

lay networks, they have largely focused on fundamental approaches

such as cross-layer design, and relay network scheduling. In this

paper, a novel approach for video flow routing that takes video
omplexity into account was presented. A proposed video distortion

odel was developed for heterogeneous motion-level video streams,

ecause video complexity is one of the main characteristics of

ideo sequences. The proposed flow routing algorithms, CRVC-D and

RVC-I, are comprised of three phases: path determination, CR as-

ignment, and rate assignment. The proposed algorithm consid-

rs the video complexities of heterogeneous motion-level video

equences during path determination and rate assignment. The

imulation results show that providing high priorities to fast- or

low-motion videos for selection of an available routing path in the

ifferent communication conditions improves the performance in

erms of min PSNR and PSNR variance without impairment of the to-

al PSNR. It was also shown that the support of CRs and an appropriate

op-count limit improves performance.
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